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Arsinoites (Fayum), meris of Herakleides, Karanis 
AD 154-214, with one title deed of AD 93 
Greek 
Papyrus 
28 certain, 9 uncertain 
Family archive (3 generations) 
Ann Arbor, Michigan University 
Found during the Michigan excavations in 1924 in Kom Aushim (Karanis) in a courtyard and in structure 
50062E  
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Description The archive of Gemellus Horion consists of at least 28 texts, ranging from AD 93 to 214. It 
was found in 1924 during the excavations of the university of Michigan at Kom Aushim 
(ancient Karanis) in two structures (a courtyard and a house) which yielded at least 169 
papyri.1 Only 27 of the 73 published texts are certainly part of the archive. The majority of 
the published texts from the structures (37 texts) has nothing to do with the archive.2 

The archive has not been published as a whole and from time to time new texts of the 
archive turn up. P. Mich. VI, however, contains the larger part of the archive, and Youtie 
and Pearl have given a short description of the family in the introduction to 422. The family 
members (and especially their legal status) were studied in detail by Biezunska-Malowist. 

                                                
1 All published papyri (73 texts) in the range 2833-3001 are found in courtyard south of street 5000 and in structure 
50062E (see APIS site). It has here been assumed that all unpublished papyri with inventory numbers ranging between 
2833 to 3001 (for which no findspot information is available on APIS) come from these structures. Since one 
inventory number sometimes contains more than one papyrus, the two structures contained at least 169 papyri. Inv. 
2831-2832 and 3002-3012 are still unpublished, but 2830 and 3013 were certainly found elsewhere. According to P.J. 
Sijpesteijn, ‘Complaint to the Epistrategus Vedius Faustus’, ZPE 110 (1996), p. 185 n. 3, there are several more 
unpublished fragments of this archive in the Michigan collection. 
2 The same goes for all ostraca found in structure 50062E (O. Mich. I 333, 568-571). The archive of Pakysis' 
descendants (ArchID 340), consisting of at least four papyri, was found in the same two structures (see Heilporn's 
notes to P. Mich. inv. 2911 on the APIS site). 
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Alston included texts published after the study of Biezunska-Malowist, but not all his 
conclusions seem appropriate.3 

The texts of this archive deal with Gaius Iulius Niger, his son Gaius Apollinarius Niger and 
his grandson Gemellus Horion.4 The actual family archive starts from AD 154 onwards, but 
when Iulius Niger bought a house in Karanis (428), he received a title-deed from the former 
owner dated AD 93 (554). The archive is named after Horion since he is the last archive 
keeper.5 Twelve documents were kept by Horion, seven by Niger and four by Apollinarius.6 
App. 1 shows that Iulius Niger and Apollinarius Niger simultaneously added texts between 
164 and 189, while Horion alone contributed to the archive after 189. This is probably due 
to the high age which Iulius Niger reached and the relatively low age at which Apollinarius 
Niger died (see App. 5). 

 The archive consists of petitions (11), tax receipts (8) and documents of various types (8). 
The petitions are dated between 158/159 and 210/211, whereas the tax receipts are confined 
to AD 172-207 (see App. 3). 

Of the 27 texts in the archive, 14 are outgoing and 12 incoming. 364 is a notice of change in 
the registry of a plot of katoikic land, addressed by the farmer of the tax on katoikic records 
to the recorder (syntaktikos) of the meris of Herakleides. It ended up in the hands of 
Apollinarius, when he bought the plot in question. 

The outgoing texts consist of eleven petitions, a census declaration and declarations to the 
village scribe and the strategos. Six petitions and the declaration to the village scribe are 
drafts or copies. Two petitions bear a reply by the official to whom they were addressed and 
the census declaration, endorsed by several officials, returned to the declarant. In the four 
other outgoing documents, the bottoms are lost and these may have contained a reply or 
endorsement by an official. At least two (and probably three) pairs of petitions have come 
down to us.7 The family apparently kept double copies of petitions in their archive. 

Nine documents found in the same structures as the archive (see above) cannot be attributed 
with certainty to the archive, mostly because they are fragmentary. 

The family appears in three documents outside the archive. BGU XI 2023 (AD 198-201) 
shows that Gemellus Horion owned 3 1/2 arouras of sacred land (ἱερὰ γῆ) in the 

                                                
3 Alston states that the maximum amount of land owned by the family is around three arouras. App. 3 shows that the 
family owned more than twelve arouras in AD 183/184. On his doubtful conclusions on Horion's false claim to 
Roman citizenship, see below, note 11. 
4 He is named Gaius Gemellus Horigenes in the declaration to the village scribe SB IV 7360, Gemellus alias Horion in 
the petitions 422-426, SB XXII 15774, Gemellus Horion in the census declaration 370 and petition SB XIV 11478 and 
simply Horion in the tax receipts 386, 397-398. 
5 See Seidl 1973, p. 62. The archive is often named after Gaius Iulius Niger (see e.g. Montevecchi 19882, p. 255 no. 
49). In the on-line description of the archive at  
http://www.lib.umich.edu/files/collections/papyrus/exhibits/snapshots/Niger/niger.html, it is named	   after Gaius 
Apolonarius (= Apollinarius) Niger. 
6 370 and 395 are attributed here to Gemellus Horion. 370 is a census declaration drawn up by a Sarapion on behalf of 
Horion, Horion's sister and his mother. 395, a series of at least three receipts for katoikic dues, mentions Horion in the 
fragmentary last receipt (col. II, 5). It is impossible to say who kept the extract from the epikrisis-list SB IV 7427. 
7 422 = SB XXII 15774, 423 = 424, 425 = P. Mich. inv. 2926 a (?). 423 and 424 were cut from one and the same roll, 
see 423-424, introd. 
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neighbourhood of Karanis. According to the tax rolls from Karanis Gaius Iulius Niger 
owned at least 1 21/32 arouras of garden land,8 4 5/32 arouras of γῆ ἐν ἀφέσει and 3 1/4 
arouras of katoikic land.9 Iulius Longinus, the estate manager or phrontistes of Sempronia 
Tha[...] in BGU III 782 (Karanis, AD 182/183), is probably identical with Gaius Iulius 
Longinus, the brother of Gaius Iulius Apollinarius (see App. 5).10 

Gaius Iulius Niger was a cavalry veteran, who was discharged from the ala veterana Gallica 
some time before 154 (428, 3) and settled in the Fayum village Karanis. 370, a census 
declaration, and SB IV 7427, a certificate for the enrolment of Gaius Iulius Longinus as an 
ephebe, allow us to draw up a stemma of the family (see App. 5). 

 The census declaration 370 (AD 189) shows that the family owned at least four houses, 
seven courtyards and shares in other houses and courtyards. One of these houses (with two 
attached courtyards) is worth 800 drachmas and was bought by Niger in 154. 

The family probably used rolls for their tax receipts. These tax receipts are the main source 
for a survey of the minimum amount of land owned by the family in a given year (App. 3). 
The family possessed several olive yards and plots of grain land in four villages of the north-
eastern Arsinoites (Karanis, Psenharpsenesis, Kerkesoucha, Bakchias). The land property of 
the family amounted to at least 12 21/48 arouras (= 3,36 ha) in 182-183, and Iulius Niger 
also owned two donkeys (SB XXII 15781). 

Iulius Niger, Apollinarius Niger and Horion were Antinoitai and Iulius Niger was certainly a 
Roman.11 The family never permanently resided in Antinoopolis.12 Horion enjoyed a high 

                                                
8 P. Mich. IV 225, 2997 (AD 174, Dec 27 and AD 175, Feb 24). The identification is likely, since no homonyms are 
listed in the tax rolls from Karanis. 
9 The number of arouras is not mentioned in the entries for taxpayers in P. Mich. IV, but it can be calculated on the 
basis of the conversion tables in P. Cairo Mich. 359, 1975, p. 41-42, taking into account Shelton's notes on vineyard 
and garden land taxation in the Karanis tax rolls in P. Cairo Mich. 359, 1975, p. 28-31. 
10 BGU III 782, 8-10 has: σιτικὰς ἀρ[ού|ρας - ca.13 - ἐν] πεδίῳ Ψενεσούρει [..] | [- ca.17 -]. τῶν κατοικικῶν .[..]. 
Psenesouris is entered as a pedion in Calderini, Dizionario vol. V, p. 150 (cf. TM Geo 1954). This pedion is nowhere 
attested in our abundant papyrological sources from second-century Karanis, in contrast to the plain of 
Psenharpsenesis of the village Karanis (πεδίον Ψεναρψενήσεως κώµης Καρανίδος). See Calderini, Dizionario, vol. V, 
p. 148 and TM Geo 1955. Moreover, App. 3 shows that the family of Gemellus Horion owned land in the plain of 
Psenharpsenesis. 
11 In the petition SB XXIV 16252, 28-29, Iulius Niger complains that he, a Roman citizen, has to suffer such things 
from an Egyptian (ἄνθρωπος ῾Ρ̣ωµαῖος τ[οιαῦτα] παθὼν ὑπὸ̣̣ Α̣ἰ̣γυπτίου̣). As shown by I. Biezunska-Malowist 1957, 
p. 155-164, esp. p. 158, 163-4 Apollinarius Niger, who was born during the army service of his father, was probably 
not a Roman, in contrast to his brother Gaius Iulius Longinus, who was born after Iulius Niger was discharged. 
Since Apollinarius Niger married an Egyptian woman (see App. 5) and did not have the ius conubii, Gemellus Horion 
will not have been a Roman until AD 212. See Biezunska-Malowist 1957, p. 159. SB IV 7360, 2 (AD 214), however, 
attests Gaius Gemellus Horigenes, Roman and Antinoite, who is certainly identical with Gemellus Horion. Alston, 
1995, p. 131 concludes that Gemellus was trying to inflate his importance by falsely claiming Roman citizenship. He 
rejects the possibility that Gemellus acquired Roman citizenship through the Constitutio Antoniniana, because 
Gemellus does not have the gentilicium Aurelius and because it would be plainly perverse to start crowing about a 
privilege which everyone else enjoyed. In my view, the second argument starts from the a priori assumption that 
Horion would try to inflate his personal status in an ordinary declaration of property to the village scribe. Biezunska-
Malowist 1957, p. 162-3 thinks that Horion received citizenship at some point between AD 199/200 and 214, because 
Horion asks in 426 (AD 199/200) to be exempted from a liturgy on the base of his Antinoopolite citizenship alone. In 
my view, the possibility that Gemellus Horion received citizenship through the Constitutio Antoniniana should be 
reconsidered. Perhaps free inhabitants of the empire who already had a Roman name could retain this name when they 
became Roman citizens around AD 212. 
12 Only one text in the archive suggests that the family moved to Antinoopolis. In the census declaration 370 (AD 
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social status, since he acts as representative of the landowners and public cultivators of the 
village Kerkesoucha in one of the petitions (SB XIV 11478). 

 The petitions offer an interesting view of the activities of the family: Iulius Niger quarrelled 
with Isidoros, who denied his ownership of part of an olive grove which Niger had bought 
from the treasury (SB XXIV 16252); Apollinarius obtained permission from the epistrategos 
to renounce the guardianship bestowed upon him by Marcus Anthestius Gemellus (SB V 
7558) because of his Antinoopolite citizenship; Horion, who had only one eye and was 
completely blind by 199/200 (426, 18-22), accused Sotas and Iulius of theft, violence and 
black magic (422 = SB 22 15774; 423-424). Whereas Horion was illiterate,13 Iulius Niger 
signed his own petitions. His signature is given in App. 4. 

Archive texts P. Mich. VI 364, 370, 384-387, 395-398, 422-426, 428, P. Mich. IX 554; P. Mich. VI, p. 127 
(inv. 2926 a); GAMMACURTA, Papyrologica scaenica (Hellenica 20) 19 Vo (p. 196) descr.; 
SB 7360, 7427, 7558, 11103, 11109, 11478, 15774, 15781, 16252; uncertain: P. Mich. VI 
365, 394, 421, 427; SB 10967, 11011, 11113, 11476, 15854. 

Text types Petitions (11), tax receipts (8), documents of various types (8) = incoming and outgoing 
documents. 

                                                                                                                                                            
189) the property of the family at Karanis is listed through Sarapion, the estate manager (phrontistes) of Horion, his 
mother and his sister. Therefore, the family is probably absent from Karanis for an extended period. But they never 
lived permanently in the Arsinoites, since Horion complains that the doors of his house at Karanis were demolished 
by a tax collector's assistant in AD 198 (425, 15). 
13 See 422, 40 (AD 197), 425, 26 (AD 198) and SB IV 7360, 18-19 (AD 214). Although Horion's subscription in 424 
(AD 197) is in a different hand as the corpus of the text and no subscriber for him is mentioned, it cannot have been 
his own subscription since a year later X, son of Panebtichis, writes for Horion, who is described as (in the genitive) 
µὴ εἰδότος γράµµατα (425, 26). 
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Appendices App. 1. Chronological distribution of texts by the persons involved 

The undated or uncertainly dated papyri (P. Mich. inv. 2926 a, SB IV 7427) were not included. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  App. 2. Chronological distribution of texts by type 
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 App. 3. Land owned by the family 

In 384, col. I (AD 172-173), tax payments for 8 3/4 arouras katoikic land and 8/15 arouras garden 
land are made through (διά) Apollinarius Niger and Valerius, son of X, on account of Marcus 
Anthestius Tertianus. If Tertianus is the former owner of land now jointly owned by Apollinarius 
and Valerius, half of the land mentioned in 384, col. I should be added to the year AD 172-173 in 
the table as well. Similarly, the 1 5/6 arouras in 396, where Iulius Niger pays katoikic dues at 
Bakchias on behalf of Tabous, daughter of Pakys and the 2 1/2 arouras in BGU XI 2023, where 
Horion reports unwatered land in the neighbourhood of Psenharpsenesis registered in the name of 
Thermouthis, might refer to land actually cultivated by the family but registered in name of 
another person. 

 
Year Arouras 

owned 
by 
family 

Type of land  Village Owner Source 

163 1 olive yard Psenharpsenesis Iulius SB XXIV 16252 
164 1/2 unwatered [katoikic] land Kerkesoucha Iulius/Apollinarius SB XII 11109 
172-3 1 21/32 garden land Karanis Iulius P. Mich. IV 224, 

2997 
173-4 5 3/4 3 1/4 katoikic land + 2 1/2 

γῆ ἐν ἀφέσει 
Karanis Iulius P. Mich. IV 224, 

2997 
179 5/8 katoikic land meris of 

Herakleides 
Apollinarius 364 

181-2 2 35/96 garden land Karanis Iulius 385 
182-3 2 19/48 garden land Karanis Iulius 385 
183-4 12 21/48 1) 19/48 garden land 

2) 9 1/12 katoikic land 
3) 2 23/24 katoikic land 
4) payment of 2 1/4 artabas 
on land classified as 
epibole14 

1) Karanis 
2) Kerkesoucha 
3) Psenharpsenesis 
4) Kerkesoucha 

1) Iulius 
2) Apollinarius 
3) Iulius 
4) Apollinarius 

385, 395 

184-5 1 3/4 garden land Karanis Horion 386 
197 ? olive yard (olives and 

heath), hay meadow 
Kerkesoucha Horion 423-424 

200/1 4 3 sacred land + 
1 unspecified 

Psenharpsenesis Horion/Iulius BGU XI 2023 

204 4 katoikic land Kerkesoucha Horion 397 
207 1 11/12 katoikic land Karanis Horion 398 
214 3 1/2 1) 1 1/2 grain land, 

formerly olive-yard 
2) 1/2 grain land 
3) 1 1/2 grain land 
4) plot covered with sand 

1) Psenharpsenesis 
2) Psenharpsenesis 
3) Psenharpsenesis 
4) Karanis 

Horion SB IV 7360 

                                                
 14 Since fluctuations are possible in the rate at which land classified as epibole was taxed, no number of arouras can 
be given here. See A.C. Johnson, ‘The ἐπιβολή of land in Roman Egypt’, Aegyptus 32 (1952), p. 65. 
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App. 4. Signature of Gaius Iulius Niger below the petition SB XXIV 16252 (l. 33-34) 

The transscription is: Γάιος Ἰού[λ]ι̣ς (read Ἰού[λ]ιος) Νίγερ ἐπιδέδωκα ('I, Gaius Iulius Niger, 
have submitted the petition'). Image digitally reproduced with the permission of the Papyrology 
Collection, University of Michigan Library. 

 

App. 5. Stemma of the family 

 

        Unknown     x   Sarapias                   Gaius Iulius Niger   x   Ptolemais 
                                                                  (107/8 - 186, after) 
 
                Tasoucharion x Gaius Apollinarius Niger                    Gaius Iulius Longinus 
                                           (150, before - between 184-189)                                  (154-189) 
 

 Gemellus Horion                          Gaia Apolinaria 
               (171-214, after) 

 


